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Solving Boundary Value Problems by Probability Methods 
Kai Laj Chung, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA 
Let {Xt} denote the Brownian motion process in R d, d >t 1; D a bounded regular 
domain, q in a class of functions including all bounded Borel measurable ones; 
and TO the first exit time from D. Now for all continuous functions on the boundary 
0D of D define 
F .  
uf (x )=Ex{exp[ fo°q(Xs)ds ] f (X ( rD) )} .  
The function ul is called the gauge for (D, q). 
Theorem. I f  ul is finite at one point in D, then it is bounded in the closure D. In this 
case, uf is the unique solution of the Dirichlet boundary value problem: 
 --0inD,  oloo =f. 
When q is bounded and Hiilder continuous this solution is strict; for a more general 
q the solution is taken in the weak sense. 
A brief history of this theorem will be mentioned. 
For a given q, the gauge for (D, q) is bounded for any D with sufficiently small 
Lebesgue measure. In particular, the problem is always locally solvable. An applica- 
tion to quantum wave function will be shown. 
When the gauge is infinite but zero is not an eigenvalue, the unique solution of 
the problem may be represented by a truncated gauge under a Fredholm inverse 
(Ma and Zhao). 
A gauge for the Neumann or mixed boundary value problem can also be defined 
and the unique solution explicitly represented when the gauge is finite. In these 
cases the associated process is a reflecting Brownian motion, and the local time for 
0D is used in the definition of the gauges. See the dissertations by P. Hsu and 
V. Papanicolaou. 
Asymptotics for Finite Particle Systems 
Ted Cox, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, USA 
Infinite particle systems are stochastic processes which model the behavior of 
large systems of stochastically interacting components. Typically the components 
are located at the points of a set A c Z a, and can be in several different states. From 
the applied point of view one is interested in the behavior of such processes when 
A is finite but very large. The usual approach is to replace-A with Z d, and then 
study the infinite system. This leads to a rich and beautiful theory (see Interacting 
